
Tips and advice for choosing the correct clothes size for your male fashion doll       

www.meretesyr.se 

 

This is the most common Ken sold today. He is also called Original Ken. The 

basic size in www.meretesyr.se patterns for 12 inch male fashion dolls fits him. 

 

 

 

Ken 

(=Original Ken) 

MOST COMMON 

Basic size in 

meretesyr 

patterns 

The dolls can have extra 

joints and they come with 

many different hair colours 

and skin tones. This does not 

affect the clothes size. 

http://www.meretesyr.se/


 

Today’s Ken comes in three sizes. meretesyr patterns can be used to make 

clothes for all of them. 

Slim is skinnier and Broad is more muscular. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Older Ken dolls have a very different body shape. 

Ken 

(=Original Ken) 

MOST COMMON 

Basic size in meretesyr 

patterns. 

Slim Ken 

Skinnier than Original 

Ken. 

Has his own lines in 

meretesyr patterns 

(he can also use 

Original Ken’s clothes 

if you like a looser 

fit). 

Broad Ken 

More muscular than 

Original Ken. 

 

Has his own lines in 

meretesyr patterns 

when needed. 

11.3 cm 10.8 cm 
15.2 cm 



meretesyr patterns are made for today’s Ken dolls, but some garments also fit 

older Ken dolls.  

Here is a comparison between today’s Original Ken and two older dolls. 

(The older dolls often have legs made of a softer plastic that has higher friction and 

this makes it harder to dress them in their trousers and socks.) 

 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Older Ken 

Ca 80/90’s 

Use basic size for tops and ”Broad 

Ken”-size for trousers and boxer 

briefs. Make an opening in the back 

for trousers and shorts, add elastic at 

the waist if needed. 

Widen the pattern part for sock by 

3/16 inch (5 mm). 

 

Older Ken copy 

Ca 90/00’ 

Use basic size. 

Widen the 

pattern part for 

sock by 3/16 

inch (5 mm). 

Ken 

(=Original Ken) 

Most common 

Ken doll sold 

today. 

Basic size in 

meretesyr 

patterns. 

 



 

 Picture: Slim, Original and Broad Ken with clothes from 

pattern nr 36. 


